
INDIVIDUAL REFLECTION REPORT ON A BUSINESS PLAN

The following reflective journal has been produced by me as a work that redirects my business plan that has been
prepared by my group of fiv.

Really hoping that our business plan ended up at least feasible and sustainable, if not much profitable. We
helped her re-do her part of the presentation as good as possible and finally added this last part to our whole
presentation. Another important concept in having a business is a budget, this means how much am I willing
to spend for an empty space I could have and also all the equipment needed to continue my plans. When I was
given the assignment I had two business ideas. You are on page 1of 2 Search inside document Business and
Marketing Plan Reflective work "Individual commitment to a group effort - that is what makes a team work, a
company work, a society work, a civilization work. Kristinas part was to write simple introduction, executive
summary and conclusions. Instead, I should have resisted on taking over the leadership role and basically just
implement my idea, but I did not, which turned out to be a minor mistake. I identified the barriers I would face
at the beginning due to cup cakes being more popular but on the other hand I had ways on which I could
overcome these barriers through introductory offers or special offers and limited editions. I believe that
customers should buy these cakes because they are fun tasty treats, something that every customer can relate
to, share the treats with their family and friends and every customer will feel happy about their purchase.
Luciano has done the financial plan and calculations, while both of us, Luciano and myself were responsible
for a business model and concept. Expect if it is about setting a date and time for the team meeting. I got a lot
of confidence from feedback I received from speakers I met and my lecturer. I thoroughly enjoyed working on
this business assignment. A community health nurse can provide care to children and the adult population.
This assignment was using your own initiative. Technological analysis explains how modern technologies
have huge impact to modern businesses, without any doubts. I have learnt the importance of using the up to
date trends to reach out to the public. It felt like I was working on a real business covering every little detail. It
is all about having the right product and how you sell the product to the consumers. I thought that a business
person needed a lot of years of experience to start a business. Describe the benefits of owning your own
business why you can use these expenses to save money on your income tax. I feel that it is my job to help
them. Providing instant product deliveries, aswell as payments, with a minimum order processing time. I used
the social media platform for Market research purposes. The plan is mostly based on various marketing
methods in order to keep customers satisfied. We were also helping and consulting each other all the time,
depending on the situations. This would require alot of dedications to my people and get good reviews from
the public eye to help maximize my potential in reducing risk of diet related diseases by guiding folks to a
better eating habbit.


